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Convergence of Broadband and Broadcast/Multicast in Maritime Information Networks

Jun Du, Jian Song*, Yong Ren, and Jintao Wang

Abstract: Recently, the fifth-generation (5G) of wireless networks mainly focuses on the terrestrial applications. However, the well-developed emerging technologies in 5G are hardly applied to the maritime communications, resulting from the lack of communication infrastructure deployed on the vast ocean, as well as different characteristics of wireless propagation environment over the sea and maritime user distribution. To satisfy the expected plethora of broadband communications and multimedia applications on the ocean, a brand-new maritime information network with a comprehensive coverage capacity in terms of all-hour, all-weather, and all-sea-area has been expected as a revolutionary paradigm to extend the terrestrial capacity of enhanced broadband, massive access, ultra-reliable, and low-latency to the vast ocean. Further considering the limited available resource of maritime communication infrastructure, the convergence of broadband and broadcast/multicast can be regarded as a possible yet practical solution for realizing an efficient and flexible resource configuration with high quality of services. Moreover, according to such multi-functionality and all-coverage maritime information network, the monitoring and sensing of vast ocean area relying on massive Ocean of Things and advanced radar techniques can be also supported. Concerning these issues above, this study proposes a Software Defined Networking (SDN) based Maritime Giant Cellular Network (MagicNet) architecture for broadband and multimedia services. Based on this network, the convergence techniques of broadband and broadcast/multicast, and their supporting for maritime monitoring and marine sensing are also introduced and surveyed.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the fifth-generation (5G) of wireless communications has been expected to realize fully intelligent network orchestration and management by integrating different radio access technologies through an efficient and cooperative way. As reported by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the three typical usage scenarios, i.e., enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB), massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC), and ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications (uRLLC), are defined to support a great range of traditional and emerging applications and services, at anytime and anywhere[1, 2]. So far, the proposed 5G technologies, such as Terahertz communications, spectrum allocation, and 5G New
Radio (NR), are investigated specifically for terrestrial scenarios. Nevertheless, resulting from the difficulties and lack of deploying communication infrastructure on the ocean, the development of maritime communications and information service systems is far from the exceptional performances promised by 5G. With the increasing frequency of maritime activities and rapid development of marine economy, there is an urgent need for a new maritime information network to provide mobile broadband services, multimedia services, marine information sensing, etc., for maritime users.

1.1 Unique characteristics of maritime communications

There exist many challenges and difficulties to transplant the terrestrial communication protocols and standards immediately into the maritime applications, resulting from the particular characteristics of wireless propagation environment, user distribution, etc.

1.1.1 Different maritime channel characteristics

The wireless propagation environment over the sea is quite different from that of terrestrial communications, due to its special reflection from ocean surfaces, evaporation duct property, and atmospheric absorption loss \[^3\]. In addition, the dynamic propagation environment and large transmission delay will further lead to limited and insufficient channel information acquisition.

1.1.2 Unique characteristics of maritime users

The terrestrial users are usually spatially distributed within the coverage of a cellular Base Station (BS) according to Homogeneous Poisson Point Processes (HPPPs) and move randomly \[^4, 5\]. Differently, the vessel distributions on the vast ocean are sparse spatially and temporally. Meanwhile, users on these vessels may present a clustering feature, so do users on the island, offshore drilling platforms, and so on. Then maritime users are usually sparse spatially and temporally but clustering distributed on the sea.

1.1.3 Limited and vulnerable satellite communications

The high-throughput maritime satellites working at Ku/Ka-band have been regarded as an effective solution for maritime communications, especially for the coverage of high sea. However, since that the Ku/Ka-band communications are highly vulnerable to the rain and fog \[^6\], satellites can hardly guarantee an all-weather high-throughput link for maritime broadband communications.

1.2 Multi-functionality integrated maritime information networks

Confronting these challenges above, a new maritime information network architecture is required to support increasing mobile broadband services, multimedia services (including mobile video, mobile TV and so on), massive information sensing, gathering transmission and processing in Ocean of Things (OoT), information service and management for maritime transportation, etc., at all hours, under all weather conditions and in all sea area (all-coverage). As response, we propose a novel Maritime Giant Cellular Network (MagicNet) architecture, which relies on the so-called seaborne floating tower, to achieve all-coverage information services above \[^7\]. In the MagicNet, these towers are equipped with broadcast antennas and/or cellular BS antennas, and communicate with each other over Line of Sight (LoS) wireless channels. In order to achieve a seamless and reliable coverage, the distance between two towers and the coverage area of each giant-cell, as well as carrier frequencies, need to be planned adequately considering the earth curvature, free space path loss, and Fresnel zone effect \[^3\]. To be specific, the radius of Fresnel zone is proportionate to the square root of wavelength. Thus, low frequency bands are more susceptible to the Fresnel zone effect than high frequency bands, which limits their transmission distances of LoS, regardless of the transmission power. However, high frequencies will suffer severer signal attenuation resulting from the propagation loss than low frequencies over long distances. Furthermore, waves and meteorological conditions on the ocean also affect the quality of communication. On the vast ocean area, each floating tower is expected to encompass a radius of about 50–60 kilometers. Then the required antenna height might reach up to tens of meters or even around 100 meters, depending on the carrier frequency and transmission power selected.

Comparing to the terrestrial infrastructure, the cost of deploying such floating communication infrastructure might be much higher. In addition, the available space resources and energy supply on the floating tower are also limited. To take full advantage of resource limited floating towers, flexible networking of different traditional communication standards and efficient spectrum management play important roles.
to support the increasing transmission requirements of broadband and multimedia traffic. Similar to the terrestrial multimedia services, only a small proportion of contents are requested frequently by a large number of users. Then these most popular contents delivered through the unicast transmission mode can be offloaded to broadcast networks to relieve heavy traffic load in the cellular networks, and the customized contents are still unicast to users. Such convergence or integration of unicast and broadcast transmission has been investigated in terrestrial communications for decades\cite{8–10}. This orchestration of different networks can be considered a possible yet practical solution for maritime broadband and multimedia services. Additionally, the emerging technologies such Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) enable the flexible and on-demand network configuration for various communication services\cite{11–13}. As response, this work will introduce a novel architecture of broadcast-multicast-unicast integrated MagicNets based on SDN. Moreover, different convergence structures for broadcast and cellular networks will be proposed for maritime communication applications. Furthermore, based on the proposed MagicNet, this work will also explore some feasible technologies for maritime monitoring and marine sensing on the high sea, by applying integrated unicast and broadcast communications.

1.3 Organization

The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. An SDN-based architecture is established in Section 2 for realizing a flexible and on-demand integration of broadcast, multicast, and unicast in maritime information networks. Based on this architecture, the convergence technologies of broadcast/multicast and broadband for maritime communication services are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, some typical applications for maritime monitoring and marine sensing based on the broadband and broadcast integrated networks are introduced, followed by a conclusion in Section 5.

2 Broadcast-Multicast-Unicast Integrated MagicNet

In this section, we will establish an SDN-based architecture for realizing a flexible and on-demand integration of broadcast, multicast, and unicast in maritime information networks, which can support broadband communications, multimedia services, and a wide range of applications such as marine sensing and monitoring.

2.1 Architecture of broadcast-multicast-unicast integrated magicnet

As a multi-dimensional heterogenous network, the huge coverage of MagicNet is realized by deploying shore towers, insular towers, and seaborne floating towers equipped with cellular BSs or/and broadcast antennas, which can provide various or hybrid communication functionalities, models, and capacities. To satisfy different service requirements, these towers can provide on-demand unicast, broadcast, and multicast transmission modes intelligently and flexibly.

- **Unicast transmission** is a “one-to-one” transmission mode between the cellular BSs and users. In the MagicNet, the IP-based unicast data can be delivered by the floating or terrestrial cellular BS to the named offshore users through the switches and routers without copy. The main advantage of unicast is the rapid response and customized service providing for user requirements. However, unicast transmission of redundancy and repetition will result in a waste of maritime spectrum bandwidth and extra energy consumption. Specifically, if the same content is requested by \(N\) user terminals at the same time, this content will be transmitted to these \(N\) terminals separately by occupying different communication resources.

- **Broadcast transmission** provides a “one-to-all” transmission service by the floating or terrestrial broadcast towers through downlink channels. All users within the coverage of a broadcast tower can receive the broadcast data indiscriminately. Such mode can help to reduce the heavy traffic load suffered by the cellular BSs significantly, which makes broadcast become a possible candidate for common or correlated information distribution, such as popular multimedia, maritime public warning or services, and command and instruction information for network management. Especially for the high sea with limited communication resource and infrastructure, broadcast holds a great potential for high effectiveness of spectrum and energy. However, without the return channel, personalized services and feedbacks are not allowed by traditional broadcast.

- **Multicast transmission** can be considered as a special kind of broadcast, which realizes a “one-to-many” transmission provided by the floating or terrestrial broadcast towers. Different from broadcast...
transmission, multicast serves users who are divided into groups according to the require contents or information. Considering that the vessel distributions on the vast ocean area are sparse spatially and temporally, meanwhile the users on these vessels usually exhibit some clustering properties. Therefore, it is a much more efficient mode of delivering different contents to grouped users through multicast transmission than unicast and broadcast. In addition, different from broadcast, contents can be delivered among various physical networks or network segments by multicast, which will benefit a flexible networking by integrated transmission resource such as floating towers and maritime satellites, especially for the high seas open sea communications.

To implement an intelligent management in the MagicNet, and to take its characteristics of heterogenous, time-varying, and resource-constrained into consideration as well as user distributions on the ocean, an SDN-based three-layered architecture characterized by lightweight, dynamic-adaptive, flexible, and reliable is constructed, as shown in Fig. 1. The architecture is composed by the MagicNet resource layer, distributed cooperative control layer, and service layer, respectively.

2.1.1 Heterogeneous resource layer

The heterogeneous resource layer is the basis for dealing with users’ services, which consists of all network entities for communications, including unicast, multicast, and broadcast resources, as well as computing and caching resources in the MagicNet. These multi-dimensional and heterogeneous resources are provided by shore, insular, and seaborne floating platforms equipped with cellular BSs or and broadcasting towers. In addition, floating broadcast towers can be operated as the carriers for ubiquitous communication, computing, and caching functions, considering their manufacturing cost, height, coverage, and available resources; while the shore and insular towers can also act as the resource managers, besides their inherent function of the resource providing. Although the vast in-network resources provide solid foundation for processing services in the network edge, the heterogeneity is an impediment, where different interfaces for configuration, scheduling, and control intensely lower the maneuverability and interpretability. Moreover, it is
an inevitable tendency for the MagicNet to be further compatible with satellites, high altitude platforms, and other systems providing heterogeneous communication, computing, and caching resources\cite{14}. As a remedy, the lightweight container technologies focuses its attention on taking the advantages of fast-deployment and low-occupancy compared with traditional virtual machine technology. Hence, we are motivated by employing the container technology to mask the heterogeneity of different nodes. By virtualizing the physical different modes of communications, computing and caching resources into virtualized resources and further providing standardized operating interfaces, the maneuverability and interpretability can be intensely improved. Additionally, one can also employ multiple containers in one entity to realize resource slicing for serving multiple users simultaneously, and hence the MagicNet becomes homogeneous and easily-scheduled from the system-oriented perspective. Besides, due to the efficient isolation characteristics, different processing procedures in different resource slicing are non-interfering.

\subsection*{2.1.2 Distributed cooperative controller layer}

The distributed cooperative controller layer can be considered as the bridge between the multifunctional resource layer and the service layer. Between the resource layer and the controller layer, the standardized \textit{SouthInterface} is defined to shield the heterogeneity of underlying devices, which can realize the virtualization of resource. On the other hand, the flexible \textit{NorthInterface} from the controller layer to the service layer is defined to realize resource allocation and network configuration on-demand. To orchestrate the massive and hybrid communication, computing, and caching resources of such a giant network, the shore and insular cellular and broadcast towers play the roles as controllers in managing the resources, which forms a distributed cooperative control layer with global control information interaction. Considering the dynamic of the in-network resources, as well as unpredictable weather and services requested on the ocean, these controllers keep resource discovered and monitored all along via \textit{SouthInterface}. When the service requests arrive from \textit{NorthInterface}, the controller makes an optimal strategy according to both the service requirements and the status of resources intra-domain. If the resources intra-domain cannot satisfy the service requirements or the potential cross-domain behaviors, the controller can collaborate with others to realize a multi-domain collaboration via \textit{East-WestInterface}, which is designed for the interactions between distributed controllers of different SDN-based systems.

\subsection*{2.1.3 Service layer}

The service layer is a logic layer, which can be located at access points or controllers in the light of specific situations and requirements. In this layer, users can employ standardized virtualized resources controlled by the distributed cooperative control layer for implementing services, instead of handling the physical hardware directly, which greatly simplifies the process of service construction. When a user initiates an access request, the identity authentication is required. Afterwards, users can employ the entire system according to their demands within the granted permissions. Considering the huge coverage and spare but clustering user distributions of MagicNet, the terrestrial monolithic service deployment methods, which are designed for increasing dense deployed BSs, are no longer suitable for the MagicNet. Micro-service is a kind of decentralized service deployment architecture, which decomposes the service into many fine-granularity and loose-coupling micro-service components. Such operation can greatly improve the resource utilization and portability. Specifically, this layer mainly includes three modules: the customized service, common service, and system service. The system service module is composed by service requirements abstract (e.g., latency, reliability, bandwidth, latency jitter, etc.), interface management, security policy, resource selection, etc., while the common service module provides common and basic services, such as collaborative computing, information dissemination. Moreover, the customized service module, which relies on common service module and system service module, serves for specifically applications, such as target-detection, remote sensing data processing, environment awareness, and so forth.

\subsection*{2.2 Advantages of broadcast-multicast-unicast integration in MagicNet}

The advantages of the proposed multifunction-integrated for MagicNet can be summarized as follows.

- \textbf{Reducing spectrum and energy consumption:} Compared with “BS-channel-device” resource architecture, the proposed architecture can provide ubiquitous and flexible communication services, where different kinks of resources providing unicast, broadcast,
and multicast can be scheduled and configured according to a software defined approach, considering spectrum and energy efficiency and service requirements. Such resource management can significantly reduce the service processing latency.

- **Alleviating central burden:** Broadcast and multicast transmission can help to offload the common and similar content traffic requested by users on the ocean from the traditional single unicast transmission, which can intensely alleviate the burden imposed on the central region.

- **Increasing survivability:** The features of dispersibility, multi-functional integration, and flexibility can improve the survivability of the system significantly. With the giant service coverage of MagicNet, the sparse but clustering multimedia services requested from the vast ocean can be satisfied through an optimally on-demand transmission mode.

- **Enriching applications and scalability:** Benefiting from the pervasively deployed of the proposed floating towers on the ocean, compelling applications that cannot be supported before will be revived in the MagicNet, especially in the context of meteorological disasters and high-dynamic joint military operation, etc. Our proposed multi-functionality enabled architecture is capable of flexibly adjusting network topology for adapting to different scenarios and requirements, including communication, target detection and identification, and commanding information distribution.

- **Improving security:** In the proposed architecture, the transmission mode for the users within the coverage is selected distributed and intelligently at the related floating tower, and all intensely dispersed floating towers are operated independently, thereby greatly reducing the risk of local network attacks and centralized and massive information leakage.

### 2.3 Key techniques

Although the proposed architecture has some significant advantages summarized above, due to the inherent characteristics of the MagicNet, several key technical challenges still need to be further addressed. They are specified as follows:

- **Dynamic resource monitoring:** To achieve efficient scheduling of in-network resources, the monitoring of dynamic nodes is the foundation. Nevertheless, different from terrestrial networks, the wireless channel quality and transmission environment are much more complex and unpredictable, which makes the communication links among the floating towers and vessels/users unstable. Therefore, it is essential to explore Artificial Intelligence (AI) based monitoring methods, which can be optimized by learning the established trajectories, current environments, and historical observation data.

- **Collaboration among distributed controllers:** The aforementioned distributed cooperative control layer is responsible for the management of the whole system. Considering both of the performance and security, it is imperative to employ multiple controllers instead of a single central controller to manage the overall resources collaboratively. Therefore, the performance of the collaboration among distributed controllers has significant impact on the overall architecture. With the explosion of in-network resources and the system scale, the collaboration performance among distributed controllers may be a bottleneck to the subsequent expansion of our proposed architecture.

- **Differentiated Quality of Service (QoS)-oriented resource allocation:** As analyzed previously, the maritime users hold a special distribution property of sparsity and clustering, resulting from the shipping management. In addition, these users have a wide variety of QoS in terms of latency, reliability, bandwidth, throughput, latency jitter, etc. To satisfy the various QoS as well as to improve the utilization of resources, differentiated QoS-oriented resource allocation strategies are necessary. By analyzing different service requests and considering the status of resources intra-domain, the controller can make optimal spectrum and energy resource allocation decisions, and then schedule an appropriate network association via SouthInterface in terms of which parts of content requested by users should be unicast, broadcast, or multicast.

### 3 Convergence of Broadcast/Multicast and Broadband for Maritime Communication Services

Currently, some digital terrestrial television broadcast towers on shore and islands have been deployed to serve offshore users and island residents, respectively. Cooperating with these existing infrastructure, more broadcast towers and cellular BS towers floating on the ocean or fixed on islands and shores will be further deployed, which enables the MagicNet to improve the coverage and service capacities over the
sea gradually. Then according to the multi-functionality integrated architecture of MagicNet established in Section 2, unicast and broadcast/multicast transmission services can be achieved in a flexible and efficient way, depending on users’ requirements and traffic or content characterization. Under such SDN architecture of resource management and service providing, how to achieve a cooperation between these broadcast and cellular BS networks plays an important role to realize a ubiquitous, efficient, and on-demand service for maritime users.

The convergence of broadcast and cellular networks has drawn the attention of researchers, especially for the terrestrial communications. Many hybrid systems consisted of cooperative broadcast, broadband, and cellular networks have been proposed and investigated in the past decades. Some classic and typical studies have been summarized as Table 1. However, the corresponding standards and protocols of maritime broadcast and broadband communications are still hardly studied. In this section, we will introduce some feasible network architectures of cooperative maritime unicast, broadcast, and multicast transmissions, considering the existing broadcast infrastructure deployment for maritime services, as well as emerging technologies that can be introduced to the future MagicNet establishment.

3.1 Converged architecture of maritime broadcast and cellular networks

In the past decades, maritime satellites have performed as a most well-known solution of broadband communications far from the coast. On the other hand, some digital TV or broadcast towers have been built to serve the island residents through the allocated broadcast channels and spectra. To promote the process of establishing MagicNet and broaden the service coverage of existing communication infrastructure, additional floating cellular BS towers, i.e., 4G and 5G, as well as floating broadcast towers, will be deployed. Network convergence can be regarded as an opportunity of the renaissance of MagicNet. Taking advantage of the powerful broadcast capacity, the maritime broadcast networks can help to provide distributed bandwidth demanding multimedia services on the ocean. In addition, the traffic of common multimedia requirements and public information services in cellular networks can be also offloaded to the broadcast networks, which can greatly improve the overall system capacity and resource efficiency of channel and spectrum.

So far, several digital television broadcast standards have been adopted all over the world. For instance, DVB in Europe has become one of the most widely used digital television broadcast standards, and it has evolved into DVB-H (handheld), DVB-T/T2 (terrestrial), DVB-S/S2 (satellite), DVB-C (cable), and DVB-NGH (Next-Generation Digital Broadcasting). Integrated Service Digital Broadcasting (ISDB) was set by Digital Broadcasting Experts Group of Japan, which also has its different versions for terrestrial, satellite, and cable scenarios. Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) adopted in America was first approved in 1995. Then in 2018, the next generation digital terrestrial broadcast system ATSC 3.0 was published, which promises a higher audio and video quality, improved compression efficiency and robust transmission on both fixed and mobile terminals. In China, Digital Television/Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcasting (DTMB) system was adopted as the national standard, and its advanced version (DTMB-A) was accepted by International Telecommunication Union in 2019[42, 43]. By introducing the state-of-art technologies in wireless digital communications, DTMB can achieve higher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DTT standard</th>
<th>Cellular standard</th>
<th>Typical study</th>
<th>Key technology</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISDB</td>
<td>LTE, LTE-A [33] (2015), [34] (2018)</td>
<td>- Video caching</td>
<td>- ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
spectrum efficiency, stronger anti-multipath-interference, and better channel estimation.

All these broadcast network standards have the potential to converge with cellular networks from 2G to 5G, i.e., General Packet Radio Service (GPRS, 2G), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS, 3G), Long Term Evolution (LTE, 3G), and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A, 4G). As summarized in Table 1, many hybrid or converged systems composed by Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) standards and cellular broadband standards were proposed to enable interactive broadcast services. Such convergence architecture can be also introduced to the broadcast-and-cellular-networks-coexistent MagicNets. As shown in Fig. 2a, a typical converged maritime broadcast and cellular system can be realized by operated the SDN-based MagicNets formulated in Section 2. In this architecture, the floating cellular BS towers will provide interactive communication links between maritime users and the network through the unicast transmission mode, which will serve users with personalized contents. On the other hand, the broadcast towers, especially fixed on shores or islands with enough heights, are responsible for broadcasting or unicasting the popular or common multimedia contents, and the public service information such as the maritime weather forecast. In addition, the distributed cooperative and intelligent controllers will receive contents from different servers including multimedia servers, cloud or fog servers, etc. These contents will be analyzed at distributed controllers, and then separated into common and personalized parts, depending on which the controllers will dispatch these contents to the corresponding users through broadcast and cellular networks, respectively.

3.2 Maritime 5G broadcast networks in MagicNet

Different from the terrestrial broadcast networks with much wider coverage than cellular networks, the coverage scale of floating broadcast towers is quite similar to that of cellular BS towers. In addition, considering the limited infrastructure resource and high deployment cost on the ocean, adding multicast and broadcasting support in cellular standards can be expected as an enhanced solution for maritime broadband services.

3.2.1 MBMS in WCDMA

Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) launched in 2002 was proposed by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 6 Release. To support MBMS, a Broadcast Multicast Service Center (BM-SC) was added in the traditional Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) and WCDMA2000 systems, the purpose of which is to support the special interface functions, channels, physical layer processing, and service such as subscription in MBMS. Moreover, three new logical channels, i.e., an MBMS Point-To-Multipoint (PTM) Control Channel (MCCH) for downlink control information, an MBMS PTM traffic channel (MTCH) carrying the actual application data, and an MBMS PTM Scheduling Channel (MSCH) for data scheduling on MTCH, and a physical channel, named MBMS notification Indicator Channel (MICH),

![Diagram](a) Convergence of maritime broadcast and cellular networks.

![Diagram](b) Maritime 5G broadcast networks in the MagicNet.

Fig. 2 Convergence of broadcast/multicast and broadband for maritime services.
were also implemented in WCDMA. According these implementations above in WCDMA, MBMS can be regarded as a function expansion of 3G systems.

### 3.2.2 eMBMS in LTE

To further support the increasing differentiated, customized, and rich services, the LTE-based enhanced-MBMS (eMBMS) was defined in 3GPP Release 14. By introducing a new Multicast Channel (MCH) besides the two reserved logical channels, i.e., MCCH and MTCH, the eMBMS can also realize a synchronous MBMS among different cells, in the content of a full broadcast coverage in each cell.

### 3.2.3 Multicast/broadcast services in 5G NR

In Release 15, 5G NR and the Next Generation Radio Access Network (RAN) were defined as new radio access technologies in the 5G network architecture[44, 45]. However, Release 15 and Release 16 only defined the Point-To-Point (PTP) unicast communications. To bring the advantages of broadcast/multicast and PTM transmission into full play, it is essential for Release 17 to specify the basic RAN functionalities for the support of broadcast and multicast transmission in NR[46]. Through the 5G NR Multicast/Broadcast Services (MBS), new interactive video broadcasting services can be received by all kinds of smart devices, no longer limited to TV, with a good signal coverage at anytime and anywhere.

Comparing to the convergence architecture introduced in Section 3.1, the 5G RAN architecture realizes a seamless integration of broadcast/multicasts functionalities into the cellular broadband network, which requires few updates to the network standards and protocols. In addition, based on the NR unicast, 5G MBS can be received by the regular 5G user equipment without any hardware alteration. Moreover, the eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC promised by the 5G network can satisfy the increasing maritime communications requirements. Therefore, it is significant to introduce the 5G RAN architecture for the MagicNet. Through the 5G NR enabled floating towers, as shown in Fig. 2b, a flexible switch among unicast, multicast, and broadcast can be achieved to serve various scenarios including hotspot and moving maritime 5G users.

### 3.3 Correlated maritime contents service

#### 3.3.1 Fully correlated contents transmission

Investigate results of many studies show that only a relatively small percentage of content is requested frequently by a large number of users. Such phenomenon in terrestrial communications also exists in the MagicNet, especially for the spare but clustering distributed users on the ocean. To be specific, many groups of users in different cruises or workers on distributed offshore drilling platforms might be watching the same live sport or famous variety program such as Spring Festival Gala on their smart mobile phones. Meanwhile, some different groups of users sharing the common interest may prefer to watch a popular webcast drama. For such scenario, the optimal service mode is to divide these users into different groups according to their interests or required contents and serve these user groups through broadcast and multicast transmission. Comparing with the unicast transmission, which deliver the same content separately to each user equipment through a dedicated channel, such broadcast/multicast mode can obtain an improved spectrum efficiency and system capacity. On the other hand, other users with special information requests or personalized information of feedbacks will be served through the unicast mode.

#### 3.3.2 Partially correlated contents transmission

Different from the fully correlated contents transmission, some transmitted maritime information or service contents are partially correlated. For instance, the maritime public service information, such as the marine shipping information for passengers, including the speed, estimated time of sailing, position coordinates, and weather, can be displayed during playing online videos. Such services are quite similar to the flight information services experienced through airborne multimedia facilities on civil aircrafts. The maritime users might watch different multimedia contents they request, while receive the common public service information imbedded in these contents. For this kind of service, the common information should be broadcast, meanwhile the different multimedia contents for users are transmitted through the unicast mode.

Another case of partially correlated contents transmission is resulting from different types of users’ terminals. For example, the onboard multimedia facilities can provide a higher resolution of videos than mobile phones and tablets. Due to this facility diversity or users’ personal preference, users might receive the same content with different qualities. For this situation, H.264 Scalable Video Coding (SVC) can be employed for video division: the basic-quality video can be broadcast, and the enhanced layer storing high-quality details will be unicast if requested[47].
3.4 Challenges and open issues

There are still many challenges in resource allocation, spectrum sharing and management, and physical layer convergence to realize a flexible and efficient switch or integration of unicast, multicast, and broadcast. In addition, it is still difficult to design a synchronization mechanism among potential broadcast receivers and then implement a configurable broadcasting transmission, since that the common contents might be requested from different users at any time. Moreover, considering the correlation of contents, content analysis, content-based transmission, and caching technologies also play important roles to achieve efficient and high-quality multimedia services on the ocean.

4 Integrated Broadband and Broadcast in Marine Sensing and Maritime Monitoring

In Section 3, we introduced the convergence architecture and techniques of broadcast/multicast and broadband for maritime communication services. Taking advantage of such integrated functionality transmission mode, an all-coverage maritime monitoring and marine sensing can be further realized, and the MagicNet will perform as an all-seeing eye on the high seas. Next, we will introduce some feasible applications and key technologies of digital television and broadcasting in OoT, Internet of Vessels (IoV), and maritime passive radars.

4.1 MBMS enabled ocean of things

Maritime Internet of Things, or called OoT\textsuperscript{[48]}, is deployed to enable a persistent marine and maritime situation awareness over extensive sea areas through millions of low-cost and intelligent floating or/and underwater sensors. These sensors are operated to collect the information of marine environment including the water temperature, salinity, density, suspended sand size, and some activity information about marine animals and other moving objects. With the rapid development of marine industry, the future OoT will not only require low-latency and low-payload Machine Type Communications (MTC), but is also expected to support the growing applications with multimedia data traffic. Additionally, to adapt to the typical use case of mMTC in the MagicNet, the PTM technology plays an important role in the massive OoT in the downlink direction. To be specific, PTM allows the simultaneous transmission to an infinite number of sensors in the OoT, which has a significant meaning in the radio resource limited MagicNet.

4.1.1 Group based paging strategy and data delivery

As discussed in Section 3.2, eMBMS was original designed for DTT services. It is also regarded as an important enabler for OoT communications considering its PTM capacity. However, similar to the applications of MBMS in the Internet of Things (IoT)\textsuperscript{[49, 50]}, it also needs some simplifications when applied in the OoT. To be specific, not all OoT sensor nodes are expected to support the full MBMS protocol, especially for nodes with limited capacities of data processing, energy, and storage. In addition, to realize a low-power operation, sensor nodes perform Power Saving Mode (PSM) or Discontinuous Reception (DRX) to save power, and usually power down most of their circuitries when turn their idle mode on. As a result, the service announcement and sensor node notification over the MBMS should be modified. The authors of Ref. \textsuperscript{[51]} proposed a paging strategy for MBMS service delivery specifically tailored to initially unplanned data delivery, which overcame this weakness of eMBMS when applied in the massive IoT. This modified strategy can be introduced to the MBMS enabled OoT to improve the efficiency of energy and latency. In the MBMS bearer and data delivery, the sensor nodes are paged by the floating cellular BSs according to Standard Paging, Group Paging and Enhanced Group Paging, which can ensure that only sensors in the list of OoT application service can receive the service information announcement. According to such paging mechanism, the reliability and stability of communications can be also improved\textsuperscript{[51]}.
Broadcast service was proposed to overcome the shortcomings of AIS by the Automatic Identification System (AIS), was developed the VHF Data Exchange System (VDES), which can be considered the updating and enhanced version of AIS, and data jamming. Then the Very High Frequency (VHF) broadcast system and data exchange, which leads to severe traffic congestion and efficient digital transmission at a much higher rate than the AIS.

On the other hand, similar to the terrestrial Internet of vehicles, the IoV scenario involves communications among multi-party in the MagicNet, i.e., vessel-to-vessel, vessel-to-infrastructure, and vessel-to-network. It is necessary to deliver some special data packets transmitted in these communications, such as real-time videos collected by vessels, results of collision judgements, and traffic or routing information, to neighbor or relevant networks and vessels in the MagicNet. In allusion to this transport needs, maritime broadcast networks and broadcast-enabled cellular broadband networks become better candidates with more efficient transmission and higher quality of services than the PTP transmission.

4.3 Digital broadcasting based maritime passive radar

In the past decades, radars have been used to detect objects in the air or at sea, and the Over-The-Horizon (OTH) radar technologies have attracted a lot of research interest since its significant detection coverage. However, relying on high-power radar emitters, current radars detecting for sea are all deployed on shore or islands, which greatly discount the detection coverage for objects over the sea. Especially for the high sea, the target detection is mainly implemented by satellites, which can hardly achieve the all-hour, all-weather, and all-sea area monitoring. Such bottleneck can be well solved by the MagicNet, the floating towers in which can provide platforms and energy for radar emitters. Then the capacity and coverage of maritime monitoring can be largely expanded to all-sea area. Nevertheless, the limited space and energy supply on the floating towers still restrict the deployment of radar emitters. To address this problem and take full advantage of existing facilities on the floating towers, the digital broadcasting TV signals become alternative emitters for detection.

The introduction of digital broadcasting such as DVB-T, ATSC, and DTMB is not new to terrestrial passive radars. Considering the form of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) used in DVB and DTMB systems, their transmitting signals are very close to random and wideband, which provides an excellent ambiguity function. In addition, resulting from the enough bandwidth and long coherent integration time, the Doppler resolution performance of digital broadcasting signals is also sufficient when it is operated for target detecting. Consequently, the floating broadcast...
towers and broadcast-enabled floating cellular BS towers are very suitable to act as illuminators of opportunity in passive bistatic radar systems.

The main challenges and key technologies of digital broadcast based passive radars include waveform design, reference signal acquisition and reconstruction, multi-path clutter rejection, target detection, tracking and fusion, and real-time signal processing. Many researches have focused on these problems specifically in the terrestrial or shored passive radar systems, based on the existing DTT standards, as summarized in Table 2. Besides, due to the distributed deployment of floating towers over the sea, an optimal networking configuration can help to further extend the monitoring coverage and improve the detection precision. In addition, considering different propagation properties and coverage capacities, the comprehensive utilization of multiple bands holds a great potential for improving detectability. Furthermore, the channel characteristics over the high sea is rather different from that of terrestrial and short-sea areas. For instance, the environment characteristics of evaporation might have different effects on waveform design, interference rejection, etc., when introducing broadcast networks deployed over the high sea.

5 Conclusion

The broadband and multimedia data traffic is experiencing a dramatic increasing with the rapid development of maritime activities. Considering the huge coverage and sparse but clustering user distributions on the vast ocean area, the convergence of broadcast/multicast and broadband is expected as a possible solution for supporting the growing maritime communication services and some other multimedia applications such as the OoT, IoV, and marine monitoring in maritime information networks. Such multi-functionality and multi-service systems require a flexible and on-demand networking architecture and technologies. In this study, an SDN-based three-layered architecture of MagicNet has been proposed to realize a flexible switch and selection among unicast, broadcast, and multicast transmission modes for a large range of maritime information services and applications. Considering different communication infrastructure equipped on the shored, insular, and floating towers, as well as their variety of coverage and service capacities, different convergence schemes of broadcast networks and cellular networks were illustrated especially for maritime communication services. This study introduced some classic terrestrial integration technologies of DTT standards and cellular standards from 2G to 4G, and the 5G NR technology was also concerned at high-level without touching the physical transmission technologies, when designing the converged system for the MagicNet. Finally, we introduced some marine sensing and maritime monitoring applications which can take advantage of the proposed integrated functionality transmission mode, such as the OoT, IoV, and maritime passive radars systems especially deployed over the high sea.

This study focused on the emerging technologies and main challenges in the convergence of broadcast/multicast and broadband for MagicNets, as well as its networking solutions for efficient and on-demand maritime information services, including broadband communications and all-coverage monitoring. Furthermore, with the rapid development of maritime activities and industries, there are still many other challenges, such as the antenna design of maritime giant-cell BSs and broadcast tower, artificial intelligent and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DTT standard</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Carrier frequency</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Optimized performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVB-T</td>
<td>[58], 2020</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Waveform design</td>
<td>Interference cancellation, target signature extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[61], 2020</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Radar image formation</td>
<td>Azimuth resolution, sidelobe reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[62], 2018</td>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Frequency/time offset estimation</td>
<td>Reductions of the Doppler sidelobes and interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSC</td>
<td>[59], 2020</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Optimal emitter maps, Cramer-Rao lower bound</td>
<td>Range and velocity measurement accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[63], 2018</td>
<td>UHF/VHF</td>
<td>Illuminator selection, networking configuration</td>
<td>Localization capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[64], 2015</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Spatial cancelling of cochannel interference</td>
<td>Predicted coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTMB</td>
<td>[60], 2020</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Reference signal reconstruction, channel estimation</td>
<td>Target SNR improvement, reconstructed signal accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[65], 2020</td>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Pseudorandom noise construction</td>
<td>Target SNR improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[66], 2019</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Interference elimination, multipath clutter rejection</td>
<td>Target SNR improvement, interfering peaks reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ubiquitous intelligent edge aided maritime information services, the further convergence with underwater swarm-intelligent networks, etc.
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